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ABSTRACT

Linkages between extreme precipitation events (EPEs) in the central and eastern United States and

synoptic-scale Rossby wave breaking are investigated using 1979–2015 climatologies of EPEs and upper-level

potential vorticity (PV) streamers. The investigation focuses on two domains over the central and eastern

United States, respectively, and emphasizes widespread EPEs, events exhibiting exceptionally large pre-

cipitation volumes. The relative frequency of PV streamers is found to be significantly enhanced relative to

climatology immediately upstream of each domain during widespread EPEs. Majorities of the widespread

EPEs in the central (;79%) and eastern (;56%) U.S. domains co-occur with a PV streamer positioned

immediately upstream. Odds ratios of EPEs for days when a PV streamer occurs upstream of each domain

indicate a strong, statistically significant association between EPEs and Rossby wave breaking. The strength

of the EPE–Rossby wave breaking linkage, as measured by co-occurrence fractions and odds ratios, tends to

increase with increasing EPE precipitation volume, such that the strongest linkage exists for widespread

EPEs. Composite analyses reveal that Rossby wave breaking can result in widespread EPEs by establishing a

persistent high-amplitude synoptic-scale wave pattern, within which strong poleward water vapor transport

and ascent are forced over the EPE region immediately downstream of an elongated upper-level trough.

Additional analyses demonstrate that, compared to corresponding null cases, Rossby wave breaking cases

resulting in widespread EPEs exhibit a significantly higher-amplitude wave pattern that favors greater

poleward transport of moist, conditionally unstable air and stronger ascent over the EPE region.

1. Introduction

Extreme precipitation events (EPEs) constitute a

major natural hazard worldwide, often resulting in

flooding that can pose a threat to human life (e.g.,

Ashley and Ashley 2008; �Spitalar et al. 2014) and have

costly socioeconomic and environmental impacts (e.g.,

Jongman et al. 2012; Gochis et al. 2015; NOAA/NCEI

2018b; White et al. 2019). Given these impacts, un-

derstanding the climatological characteristics and the

governing dynamics of EPEs is of critical importance.

This understanding may serve as a foundation for im-

provements to medium- and extended-range prediction

and long-term climate projections of EPEs and their

impacts.

The total precipitation at a given location is simply

the time integral of the precipitation rate at the loca-

tion over the duration of an event. Thus, EPEs result

from a persistence of heavy precipitation (e.g., 5–

10mmh21) for a sufficiently long duration (Doswell

et al. 1996). Such occurrences require, in turn, that the

basic ingredients for heavy precipitation—large water

vapor supply, reduced static stability, and strong forc-

ing for ascent—be established and maintained by

the atmospheric flow and embedded weather systems.

At midlatitudes, heavy precipitation is often linked to

synoptic-scale baroclinic waves and associated extra-

tropical cyclones (e.g., Pfahl and Wernli 2012). Condi-

tions supportive of heavy precipitation are preferentially

manifested in the warm sector of cyclones, where pole-

ward fluxes of water vapor and heat often coincide

with dynamical forcing for ascent along baroclinic zones

and fronts (e.g., Browning 1990). In particular, heavy
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precipitation tends to occur in association with the pole-

ward transport and deep ascent of warm, moist air in

coherent airstreams within the warm sector called warm

conveyor belts (WCBs; e.g., Harrold 1973; Carlson 1980;

Wernli 1997; Pfahl et al. 2014). As described by

Sodemann and Stohl (2013), the moist air parcels flowing

intoWCBs in the lower tropospheremay be delivered via

elongated corridors of strongwater vapor flux, referred to

as atmospheric rivers (e.g., Newell et al. 1992; Zhu and

Newell 1998; Ralph et al. 2004), that typically coincide

with a precold-frontal low-level jet (e.g., Browning and

Pardoe 1973; Ralph et al. 2005). In some cases, moist

air may be transported from remote tropical source re-

gions along meridionally extensive flow corridors (e.g.,

Knippertz and Wernli 2010; Moore et al. 2012). The as-

cent in WCBs predominantly occurs in a slantwise sense

along slopingmoist isentropeswithin a baroclinic zone and

results in mainly stratiform precipitation (e.g., Browning

1986). Embedded moist convection, promoting especially

heavy precipitation, can also occur within the WCB (e.g.,

Neiman et al. 1993).

EPEs that are especially widespread (e.g., length scale

of 500–1000km) and long duration (e.g.,$24h) have the

potential to cause especially significant and spatially

extensive flooding (e.g., Ulbrich et al. 2003; Houze et al.

2011; Grams et al. 2014; Gochis et al. 2015). These EPEs

are favored within persistent high-amplitude baroclinic

wave patterns in which the ingredients for heavy pre-

cipitation are established and maintained over an ex-

pansive area (e.g., Smith and Younkin 1972; Maddox

et al. 1979; Moore et al. 2012). Cogent evidence from

prior studies of EPEs in various regions of the world

(e.g., Massacand et al. 1998; Knippertz and Martin

2007a,b; Sodemann et al. 2009; Schlemmer et al. 2010;

Martius et al. 2013; Grams et al. 2014; Bosart et al. 2017;

Lenggenhager et al. 2019) suggests that Rossby wave

breaking along upper-level waveguides (e.g., Martius

et al. 2010) may be a principal dynamical process for

establishing such wave patterns. This prior research has

collectively demonstrated that wave breaking scenarios

resulting in EPEs tend to feature strong, persistent wa-

ter vapor transport and ascent forced downstream of a

high-amplitude, slow-moving upper-level trough that

corresponds to an elongated filament of high potential

vorticity (PV) air, referred to as a PV streamer (e.g.,

Appenzeller and Davies 1992).

Rossby wave breaking may occur when a wave

strongly amplifies and undergoes a nonlinear evolution

(e.g., Holton and Hakim 2013, their section 12.3.2).

Under the influence of strong nonlinear effects, the

wave experiences a rapid and irreversible deformation

of material (i.e., PV) contours on isentropic surfaces

(McIntyre and Palmer 1983, 1984). This process typically

culminates in the formation of PV streamers (e.g.,

Martius et al. 2007). On synoptic scales, Rossby wave

breaking is a manifestation of the latter part of baro-

clinic life cycles (e.g., Thorncroft et al. 1993), and is,

therefore, linked to a complex 3D flow evolution that

can strongly influence surface sensible weather. There

are two distinct forms of Rossby wave breaking, anti-

cyclonic wave breaking (AWB) and cyclonic wave

breaking (CWB), which are characterized, respectively,

by distinctive anticyclonic and cyclonic distortions of

the upper-level PV field under the influence of anti-

cyclonic and cyclonic background meridional shear.

These two forms of wave breaking correspond, re-

spectively, to the idealized LC1 and LC2 baroclinic

life cycles of Thorncroft et al. (1993). The two life cy-

cles differ with respect to the structure and evolution of

cyclones, anticyclones, and baroclinic zones (e.g., Davies

et al. 1991) as well as atmospheric rivers (e.g., Ryoo et al.

2013, 2015).

Climatological investigations have documented a key

role for Rossby wave breaking in precipitation vari-

ability and the occurrence of EPEs in the European

Alps (Martius et al. 2006), the Middle East (de Vries

et al. 2018), and the western United States (Ryoo et al.

2013; Payne and Magnusdottir 2014; Hu et al. 2017).

Such investigations are critical for determining the rel-

evance of Rossby wave breaking to EPEs, but few have

been conducted. The current study investigates linkages

between EPEs in the central and eastern United States

(i.e., the United States east of the Rocky Mountains)

and Rossby wave breaking. This geographical focus is

motivated by three factors: 1) the region is susceptible to

heavy precipitation (e.g., Brooks and Stensrud 2000;

Schumacher and Johnson 2006) and associated high-

impact flooding (e.g., Ashley and Ashley 2008; Saharia

et al. 2017); 2) EPEs in this region exhibit a proclivity to

occur in association with baroclinic waves and associ-

ated phenomena (e.g., Maddox et al. 1979; Konrad 2001;

Kunkel et al. 2012; Pfahl and Wernli 2012; Catto and

Pfahl 2013; Pfahl et al. 2014), yet a possible link to

Rossby wave breaking has not been investigated;

3) precursory case studies performed by the authors

suggest that wave breaking can often play a key dy-

namical role in the occurrence of EPEs in the region.

Analyses for two noteworthy EPEs linked to CWB and

AWB, respectively, are shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. In

each event, the upper-level PV field was highly de-

formed, and widespread heavy precipitation was pro-

duced downstream of a PV streamer.

The hypothesis posed herein is that Rossby wave

breaking represents a principal dynamical pathway for

the occurrence of EPEs in the central and eastern

United States. This hypothesis is addressed through a
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systematic investigation employing climatologies of

EPEs over the conterminous United States and PV

streamers over North America for 1979–2015. The

statistical linkage between EPEs and PV streamers is

quantified as ameans of deducing the dynamical relevance

of Rossby wave breaking to EPEs. Composite analyses

are then presented to provide synoptic-dynamic context

for the linkage. The study primarily focuses on EPEs that

exhibit exceptionally large and expansive precipitation

amounts, referred to as ‘‘widespread’’ EPEs. Given their

tendency to occur within high-amplitude baroclinic

wave patterns (e.g., Maddox et al. 1979), these events

are hypothesized to be strongly linked to Rossby wave

breaking.

2. Data and methods

a. Climatology of EPEs

Precipitation data for 1979–2015 from the NCEP

Climate Prediction Center Unified Precipitation Data-

set (UPD;Higgins et al. 2000; NOAA/NCEP/CPC 2018)

were utilized to construct a climatology of EPEs over

the United States. The UPD comprises daily (1200–

1200 UTC) gauge-based accumulated precipitation an-

alyses on a 0.258 grid over the conterminous United

States for 1948–present. An object-based approach

similar to that of Moore et al. (2015) was applied to

identify EPEs. For this approach, an extreme pre-

cipitation threshold was defined at each grid point as the

99.5th percentile of daily precipitation for 1979–2015

(Fig. 2a). In a given daily precipitation map, grid

points at which this threshold was exceeded were de-

termined (Fig. 2b), and EPEs were then identified

as coherent areas, or objects, of extreme grid points

(Fig. 2c). In contrast to other object-based approaches

(e.g., Hitchens et al. 2012), the grid points comprising

an EPE were not required to directly adjoin each

other; rather, gaps of #200 km were allowed between

the grid points (e.g., Fig. 2c). A reference time, t0, was

defined for each EPE as 0000 UTC in the 24-h pe-

riod of the EPE. The overall scale of each EPE was

quantified as the total precipitation volume, an ag-

gregate measure of the areal extent and intensity of

precipitation, computed over all grid points in the

EPE. In total, 51 356 EPEs were identified over the

United States.

Samples of EPEs in the central and eastern United

States, respectively, were sought. As a visual guide for

defining domains in which to select these samples, the

geographical distribution of the top 1% of EPEs (513

events) over the United States with respect to pre-

cipitation volume was mapped (Fig. 3). East of the

Rocky Mountains the highest EPE frequencies (e.g.,

values.0.15%; Fig. 3a) are generally located 1) across

the south-central United States, including parts of the

southern Great Plains, the Gulf Coast states, and the

Ohio River valley; and 2) in the eastern United States

from the Southeast to southern New England. In the

former region, frequencies are consistently high in

winter (Fig. 3b), spring (Fig. 3c), and autumn (Fig. 3e),

whereas in the latter region frequencies are highest in

autumn (Fig. 3e). Two domains, referred to as the

FIG. 1. 320-K PV (shaded in gray in PVU) from the ERA-

Interim dataset at (a) 1800UTC 13Mar 2010, and (b) 1800UTC 26

Dec 2015. Accumulated precipitation (shaded in color inmm) from

the NCEP Climate Prediction Center Unified Precipitation Data-

set for the 96-h period ending at 1200 UTC (a) 16 Mar 2010 and

(b) 29 Dec 2015. Identified PV streamers are stippled (see section

2b). AWB, CWB, and neutral streamers are outlined in red, blue,

and gray, respectively. Thick dashed black lines denote the orien-

tation axes for the streamers.
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central and eastern U.S. domains, were subjectively

drawn over these two regions (Fig. 3a). All EPEs

overlapping each domain were collected (central: 9037

events; eastern: 6591 events) and then sorted according

to the precipitation volume produced in the domain.

The top 2% of EPEs with respect to the precipitation

volume for each domain were selected as widespread

EPEs (central: 182 events; eastern: 133 events). EPEs

occurring in a given domain on consecutive days were

considered separate events.

b. Climatology of Rossby wave breaking

Aclimatology of Rossby wave breaking for 1979–2015

was constructed by implementing a method based on

that of Wernli and Sprenger (2007). In this method,

wave breaking is detected based on the occurrence of

PV streamers, defined as narrow, elongated areas of

high PV (.2 PVU; 1 PVU 5 1026Kkg21m2 s21) at the

intersection of an isentropic surface with the dynamic

tropopause (i.e., PV 5 2 PVU). Streamers were identi-

fied on the 310-, 320-, and 330-K surfaces. This range of

surfaces was employed to account for seasonal variability

in the height of the dynamic tropopause at midlatitudes

(e.g., Wernli and Sprenger 2007). The ECMWF interim

reanalysis (ERA-Interim; ECMWF2009;Dee et al. 2011),

obtained every 6h on the native T255 (;0.78 3 ;0.78)
grid, was used for this and all other atmospheric analyses

in the current study.

The PV streamer identification involved the following

steps. The coordinates of the 2-PVU contour on a given

FIG. 2. (a) The 99.5th percentile of UPDdaily (1200–1200UTC) accumulated precipitation

(shaded in mm) for 1979–2015. (b) 24-h UPD precipitation ending at 1200 UTC 27 Dec 2015

(shaded in mm; grid cells exceeding the extreme thresholds in Fig. 2a outlined in black).

(c) Grid cells comprising the identified EPE in the precipitation field in (b) shaded in black.
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isentropic surface were first extracted.1 A search was

then conducted for contour segments for which the

end points were separated by a great-circle distance

of ,1000 km and by a contour length of .3000 km.

These thresholds are larger and imply a lower maxi-

mum aspect ratio compared to those (i.e., 800 km and

1200 km, respectively) used by Wernli and Sprenger

(2007). The thresholds help to filter out spurious fea-

tures and to retain large, elongated features that are

robust manifestations of Rossby wave breaking. Fol-

lowing Sprenger et al. (2013), contour segments with

a length of .15 000 km were excluded. When multi-

ple overlapping contour segments met the aforemen-

tioned criteria, only the longest segment was retained.

A PV streamer was defined as a contiguous area of PV

values .2 PVU delimited by a qualifying contour

segment (stippling in Figs. 1a,b), and was categorized

based on its tilt, as in Martius et al. (2007). To estimate

tilt, an orientation axis was drawn from the midpoint

between the end points of the streamer contour seg-

ment to the point P, defined as the point along the

streamer contour segment located farthest, in terms of

great-circle distance, from the midpoint. The tilt was

FIG. 3. Relative frequency (shaded in%) of the top 1%of EPEs in theUnited States with respect to precipitation

volume. Maps are shown for (a) the entire year, (b) December–February, (c) March–May, (d) June–August, and

(e) September–November. TheEPE sample sizes are indicated in the upper right of each panel. The black polygons

outline the central and eastern U.S. domains described in the text.

1 The function get_isolines in the NCAR Command Language

(version 6.5.0; UCAR/NCAR/CISL/TDD 2018) was used to ex-

tract the coordinates of the 2-PVU contour.
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quantified as the angle between a zonal base line, passing

through P, and the orientation axis. Streamers with an

angle of #758 were ascribed to AWB (e.g., streamer out-

lined in red in Fig. 1b), whereas those with an angle

of$1058 were ascribed to CWB (e.g., streamer outlined in

blue in Fig. 1a). For the remaining streamers (e.g., streamer

outlined in gray in Fig. 1a), constituting elongated merid-

ionally oriented waves, the wave breaking type was con-

sidered ambiguous. These streamers were, accordingly,

assigned to a neutral category.

c. Climatologies of dynamically relevant flow features

Climatologies of tropical moisture exports (TMEs;

Knippertz and Wernli 2010) and WCBs, generated at

ETH-Zurich [see Sprenger et al. (2017) for full details],

were employed. These Lagrangian features represent

processes, namely long-range water vapor transport and

deep baroclinically forced ascent, respectively, that can

be associated with the nexus between baroclinic waves

and EPEs. As in Knippertz and Wernli (2010, their

section 2), TMEs were identified as 168-h forward

trajectories that originate equatorward of 208N, termi-

nate poleward of 358N, and maintain a moisture flux

value of $100 gkg21m s21. As in Madonna et al. (2014,

their section 2), WCBs were identified as 48-h for-

ward trajectories that originate below 790hPa and

ascend $600 hPa in the vicinity of an extratropical cy-

clone. All trajectories were computed using the ERA-

Interim with the Lagrangian Analysis Tool of Sprenger

and Wernli (2015). The data were analyzed in the form

of 18 gridded binary fields, in which a value of 1 in a given
grid cell at a given time indicates that at least one tra-

jectory passed through that grid cell at that time. As in

other studies (e.g., Schäfler et al. 2014; Röthlisberger
et al. 2018), the WCB data were partitioned into inflow,

ascent, and outflow fields by separately gridding trajec-

tory segments located in the lower (.800 hPa), mid-

dle (800–400hPa), and upper (,400hPa) troposphere,

respectively. In addition to the TME and WCB clima-

tologies, an Eulerian climatology of extreme vertically

integrated water vapor transport (IVT) occurrences,

defined as an exceedance of the 99th percentile of the

IVT magnitude for 1979–2015 at a given grid point, was

also employed and was similarly analyzed in the form

of binary fields. The IVT was computed for the 1000–

300-hPa layer according to the method of Neiman et al.

(2008). For the TME, WCB, and extreme IVT fields,

contiguous areas of grid cells with a value of 1 are re-

ferred to as objects.

d. Diagnosis of vertical motion

Dynamically forced vertical motion was computed

by solving the Q-vector form of the quasigeostrophic

(QG) omega equation (Hoskins et al. 1978). Following

the method of Keyser et al. (1988, 1992), a natural-

coordinate partitioning of the Q-vector into cross- and

along-isentrope components, referred to as Qn and Qs,

respectively, was performed. The calculations follow

those described in Martin (2006, his section 2). The

cross- and along-isentrope directions are designated by

the unit vectors n and s, respectively, defined such that n

is directed along the local potential temperature gradi-

ent and s is directed 908 counterclockwise from n. The

Qn and Qs vectors describe changes in the magnitude

and direction, respectively, of the potential temperature

gradient following the geostrophic wind. Frontogene-

sis (frontolysis) occurs where Qn points in the positive

(negative) n direction. Counterclockwise (clockwise)

rotation of the potential temperature gradient oc-

curs where Qs points in the positive (negative) s di-

rection. The vertical motions associated with the

divergence of Q, Qn, and Qs, referred to as vQG, vn,

and vs, respectively, were computed via a standard

successive overrelaxation routine (Press et al. 2007,

their section 20.5.1) on an f plane, using the Coriolis

parameter for 408N and a domain-averaged static

stability.

e. Statistical analysis of the relationship between
EPEs and Rossby wave breaking

The relationship between EPEs and Rossby wave

breaking was investigated through a statistical analysis

of the EPE and PV streamer climatologies. The initial

step in this analysis was to test whether the conditional

relative frequency of PV streamers given that an EPE

occurs departs significantly from the expected or cli-

matological streamer relative frequency. The relative

frequency of PV streamers for all 6-h times between

t0 2 24h and t0 1 12h for the central and eastern U.S.

widespread EPEs was first calculated at each grid point

as the percentage of times at which a PV streamer was

identified on at least one of the three isentropic surfaces.

Then, a 1000-iteration Monte Carlo resampling ap-

proach, similar to that in Quinting and Jones (2016, their

section 2c), was applied. In each iteration, a random

sample of N dates was drawn, where N is the size of the

EPE sample of interest, and the times between 24h prior

to and 12h after 0000 UTC on each date were collected.

A randomdate consisted of a randomyear between 1979

and 2015 and of a random day in that year selected

from a list of all days within a 15-day window centered

on t0 for all EPEs in the sample. Thus, each random

sample of dates had a similar subseasonal distribution to

that of the EPE sample. For each random sample of

dates, the relative PV streamer frequency at each grid

point was computed, resulting in 1000 random relative
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streamer frequency maps. At a given grid point, the

relative streamer frequency for a given sample of EPEs

was designated significant if the value fit in the top or

bottom 2.5% of the Monte Carlo distribution. The sta-

tistically significant values for each sample of EPEs were

displayed as anomalies relative to the mean of the

Monte Carlo distribution. In the resulting maps (Fig. 4),

coherent areas of anomalously high relative streamer

frequencies are located upstream of each EPE domain,

highlighting favorable regions of PV streamer formation

with respect to EPEs.

To further quantify the EPE–Rossby wave breaking

relationship, subsets of PV streamers occurring over the

favorable regions upstream of the EPE domains were

selected. For each streamer type, a mask composed of

grid points surrounding the relative streamer frequency

anomaly maximum was defined (denoted by hatching in

Figs. 4c–h). Grid points comprising the mask were re-

quired to have an anomaly value of $50% of the max-

imum value. The top 50% of streamers with respect to

the area of overlap of the mask were then retained. If a

given streamer was identified on multiple isentropic

surfaces at a given 6-h time, only the surface on which

the streamer exhibited the greatest overlap of the mask

was considered. An EPE was considered to have co-

occurred with a streamer and, therefore, with Rossby

wave breaking if a streamer was identified between

t0 2 24h and t0 1 12 h. An EPE associated with a

streamer was categorized based onwhich type of streamer

was identified most frequently between t0 2 24h and

t0 1 12h for that EPE.

Tropical cyclones (TCs) frequently produce EPEs in

the central and eastern United States (e.g., Prat and

Nelson 2016). When matching EPEs to PV streamers,

EPEs associated with a TC were excluded. An EPE was

considered to be associated with a TC if at least one grid

point for the EPE was located within 500 km of the

center of a TC during the 48-h period centered on t0. The

TC data were obtained from The International Best

Track Archive for Climate Stewardship dataset (Knapp

et al. 2010; NOAA/NCEI 2018a). EPEs that were nei-

ther associated with a PV streamer nor with a TC were

left unclassified.

The statistical association between the EPEs and

PV streamer subsets was quantified using the odds

ratio (Wilks 2011, his section 8.2.2). This metric is

calculated as

odds ratio5
P(EjS)[12P(EjN)]

P(EjN)[12P(EjS)] . (1)

Here, P(EjS) is the conditional probability of occur-

rence of an EPE given that a PV streamer occurs and is

calculated for all days (1200–1200UTC) overlapping the

period between 12h prior to and 24 h after the time of a

streamer. P(EjN) is the conditional probability of oc-

currence of an EPE given that a PV streamer does not

occur and is calculated for days not associated with a

streamer (i.e., nonstreamer days). The odds ratio sum-

marizes the joint probability distribution of two binary

events (i.e., EPEs and PV streamers). An odds ratio

value of .1 indicates a positive association between

EPEs and streamers, such that the likelihood of an EPE

occurring when a streamer occurs is enhanced rela-

tive to when a streamer does not occur. A value of ,1

indicates a negative association, such that likelihood

of an EPE occurring when a streamer occurs is re-

duced relative to when a streamer does not occur.

A value of 1 indicates that EPEs and streamers are

independent events. This metric has been applied

to examine the modulation of weather extremes by

high-amplitude Rossby waves (Röthlisberger et al.

2016) and atmospheric blocking (Lenggenhager and

Martius 2019).

To reduce effects of differences in seasonality be-

tween streamer and nonstreamer days in the odds ratio

calculations, samples of nonstreamer days with a sim-

ilar subseasonal distribution to the streamer days were

obtained using a 1000-iteration resampling approach.

In each iteration, a random sample of N dates was se-

lected, whereN is the size of a given sample of streamer

days. A random date consisted of a random year be-

tween 1979 and 2015 and of a random day selected

from a list of all days within a 15-day window centered

on the streamer days. Any streamer day randomly

drawn in this manner was discarded, and new dates

were drawn until a sample of N nonstreamer days was

obtained. The average P(EjN) value for the random

samples was then used in the odds ratio calculation [Eq.

(1)]. The null hypothesis that PV streamers and EPEs

are independent (i.e., odds ratio of unity) was tested

using a 1000-iteration bootstrap test (Wilks 2011, his

section 5.3.5).

3. Statistical relationship between EPEs and
Rossby wave breaking

In this section, the statistical relationship between EPEs

and Rossby wave breaking is explored. The tendency for

EPEs to co-occur with PV streamers is assessed, and the

statistical association between EPEs and PV streamers is

quantified in terms of the odds ratio.

a. Co-occurrence of EPEs with PV streamers

The conditional relative frequency of PV streamers

for the widespread EPEs is significantly enhanced relative
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to climatology immediately upstream of the central

and eastern U.S. domains (Figs. 4a,b), indicating a ten-

dency for EPEs in the two domains to occur in conjunc-

tion with Rossby wave breaking. This general pattern is

evident for each streamer type (Figs. 4c–h). The maxi-

mum streamer frequency and frequency anomaly values

are overall higher for the central U.S. EPEs (Fig. 4a)

than for the eastern U.S. EPEs (Fig. 4b), indicating that

the former events more frequently involve Rossby wave

breaking.

Figure 5 displays the fraction of EPEs that co-occur

with PV streamers and TCs for different precipitation

volume percentile bins. Majorities of the widespread

EPEs (i.e., highest volume bin) in the central (;79%;

FIG. 4. Relative PV streamer frequency (black contours, every 5%) and frequency anomaly (shaded in %; only

values statistically significant at the 95% confidence level plotted) corresponding to the (left) central (N5 182) and

(right) eastern (N 5 133) U.S. widespread EPEs. Analyses are shown for (a),(b) all streamer types, (c),(d) AWB

streamers, (e),(f) CWB streamers, and (g),(h) neutral streamers. The hatched regions in (c)–(h) denote themasks used

to select subsets of PV streamers (see section 2e). Yellow polygons outline the central and eastern U.S. domains.
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144 of 182 events) and eastern (;56%; 74 of 133

events) U.S. domains co-occur with a PV streamer.

TCs account for a larger fraction of the widespread

EPEs in the eastern United States (;38%; 50 of 133

events) than in the central United States (;16%; 30 of

182 events). The widespread EPEs that remained un-

classified (central: 8 events; eastern: 9 events) involved

broad troughs that did not qualify as PV streamers

or, in some cases, cut-off lows (not shown). For both

domains, the fraction of EPEs co-occurring with

streamers and with TCs tends to increase with in-

creasing precipitation volume such that the wide-

spread EPEs exhibit the largest fractions (Figs. 5a,b).

These results demonstrate the strong relevance of

Rossby wave breaking to widespread EPEs and justify

our emphasis of these EPEs. EPEs in all bins tend to

co-occur with AWB streamers more frequently than

with CWB or neutral streamers (Figs. 5a,b), consistent

with the predominance of AWB streamers over the

other two types in the subsets under consideration

(Table 1). PV streamers are much more common than

EPEs, and only small fractions of the streamer subsets

are linked to widespread EPEs (Table 1).

The monthly relative frequency of the widespread

EPEs and, for reference, all EPEs regardless of scale in

the central and eastern U.S. domains are depicted in

Fig. 6. For both domains, a pronounced seasonal cycle

is evident when considering all EPEs, with the fre-

quency maximizing in the summer and minimizing in

the winter (Figs. 6a,b). The monthly relative frequency

of the widespread EPEs differs markedly from that

of all EPEs. In the central United States (Fig. 6a),

widespread EPEs occur most frequently in September

and least frequently in June. Moreover, the wide-

spread EPE frequency is considerably higher in the

winter and transition seasons than in the summer. All

of the widespread EPEs in June–August, a significant

majority of those in September, and some of those

in October occur in conjunction with TCs (Fig. 6a),

consistent with the climatology of TC landfalls and

associated precipitation in this region (e.g., Larson

et al. 2005). Rossby wave breaking accounts for a large

majority of the central U.S. EPEs in October–May and

some of those in September (Fig. 6a). The low fre-

quency of widespread EPEs and the lack of wave

breaking-related EPEs in the central U.S. domain in

the summer likely relate to weak background baro-

clinicity and are consistent with lower climatological

frequencies of PV streamers upstream of this domain

in the summer months relative to the other months

(Fig. 6c). Widespread EPEs in the central United

States co-occur with AWB more frequently than

CWB in September–January (Fig. 6a). Conversely, in

February–May the EPEs co-occur with CWB with a

similar or greater frequency compared to AWB

(Fig. 6a).

In the eastern United States (Fig. 6b), widespread

EPEs occur most frequently in September and least

frequently in July. Rossby wave breaking-related EPEs

predominantly occur in the nonsummer months and

constitute a majority of the EPEs in October–May

(Fig. 6b). The low frequency of wave breaking-related

EPEs in summer is consistent with a minimization of

the PV streamer frequency upstream of the eastern

U.S. domain (Fig. 6d). In all months except December,

January, April, and July, widespread EPEs co-occur

FIG. 5. The fraction of EPEs in different precipitation volume percentile bins in the (a) central and

(b) eastern U.S. domains co-occurring with all PV streamer types (black), AWB streamers (red), CWB

streamers (blue), neutral streamers (gray), and TCs (yellow). Values for the highest bin (i.e., widespread

EPEs) are listed.
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more frequently with AWB than with CWB (Fig. 6b).

TCs account for all widespread EPEs in July, large

majorities of those in August and September, and

some in June, October, and November (Fig. 6b), in

agreement with the climatology of TC landfalls and

associated precipitation in this region (e.g., Larson

et al. 2005).

b. Odds ratios

Figure 7 shows maps of the odds ratio of EPEs, re-

gardless of scale, for days on which a PV streamer occurs

upstream of the central and eastern U.S. domains. For

each streamer type, statistically significant odds ratios

exceeding unity occur across portions of the central

(Figs. 7a,c,e) and eastern (Figs. 7b,d,f) U.S. domains.

These odds ratios occur in expansive areas downstream

of the PV streamer selection masks and the collocated

composite trough axes and often extend well outside the

domains of interest. For instance, the CWB streamers

for the central U.S. domain (Fig. 7c) are associated with

widespread odds ratios exceeding unity across the north-

central United States. Overall, these maps illustrate a

significant statistical association between the occur-

rence of a PV streamer and the occurrence of extreme

precipitation downstream.

Figure 8 displays P(EjS) and P(EjN) from Eq. (1) and

the odds ratios for EPEs in each domain with a precip-

itation volume exceeding increasing thresholds. In both

the central (Fig. 8a) and eastern (Fig. 8b) U.S. domains,

P(EjS) exceeds P(EjN) for all wave breaking types and

for all precipitation volume thresholds. The odds ratios all

exceed unity and are statistically significant (Figs. 8c,d),

indicating a significant association between Rossby

TABLE 1. The total number of PV streamer days (first number)

and the number of PV streamer daysmatched to a widespread EPE

(second number) for the central and eastern U.S. domains. The

percentage of PV streamer days matched to a widespread EPE is

given in parentheses.

PV streamer type Central United States Eastern United States

AWB 3942, 84 (2.1%) 3415, 33 (1.0%)

CWB 2331, 34 (1.5%) 2407, 24 (1.0%)

Neutral 638, 26 (4.1%) 830, 17 (2.0%)

All types 6911, 144 (2.1%) 6652, 74 (1.1%)

FIG. 6. (top) The monthly relative frequency of all EPEs (black curve) and widespread EPEs (bars) for

the (a) central and (b) eastern U.S. domains. The fraction of the widespread EPEs assigned to each category

is indicated by the shading according to the legend in (b). (bottom) The monthly relative frequency of

PV streamers occurring upstream of the (c) central and (d) eastern U.S. domains. The fraction of PV

streamers assigned to the AWB, CWB, and neutral categories is indicated by the shading according to the

legend in (d).
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wave breaking and EPEs in the two domains. For both

domains, the odds ratios increase with increasing vol-

ume threshold, and the values at the highest threshold

(i.e., widespread EPEs) are well in excess of unity

(Figs. 8c,d). Thus, an exceptionally strong association

exists between Rossby wave breaking and widespread

EPEs. For both domains, the odds ratios for neutral

streamers are greater than those for AWB and CWB

streamers (Figs. 8c,d), indicating that neutral streamers

are especially favorable for EPEs. For the central

United States, the odds ratios are greater for AWB

than for CWB streamers at all thresholds (Fig. 8c).

For the eastern United States, the odds ratios for

AWB and CWB streamers are similar, except at the

highest threshold where the odds ratio for CWB streamers

is considerably greater than that for AWB streamers

(Fig. 8d). In aggregate, the EPE odds ratios for the

central United States are greater than those for the

FIG. 7. The odds ratio of EPEs regardless of scale for days on which a PV streamer occurs upstream of the

(left) central and (right) eastern U.S. domains. Maps are shown for (a),(b) AWB, (c),(d) CWB, and (e),(f)

neutral streamers. Grid points at which the odds ratio is not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level

are shaded in white. The composite 320-K PV (dark blue contours every 1 PVU) for each subset of streamer

days is overlaid, and the masks used to select the subsets (Figs. 4c–f; see section 2e) are outlined in black. The

sample size of streamer days is indicated in the top right of each panel. Green polygons outline the central and

eastern U.S. domains.
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eastern United States (cf. dashed black curves in

Figs. 8c,d), indicating a stronger EPE–Rossby wave

breaking association for the central United States than

for the eastern United States.

The odds ratio calculations in Fig. 7 were repeated,

except for extreme IVT, TME, and WCB ascent objects

rather than for EPEs. The results are summarized in

Table 2 as area-averaged andmaximumodds ratios within

the central and eastern U.S. domains, computed using

only statistically significant (95% confidence) gridpoint

values. The odds ratios of the three flow features all

exceed unity, providing statistical confirmation of a

link between EPE-supporting processes and Rossby

wave breaking. In both domains, the odds ratios of the

three flow features are greater for neutral streamers

than for AWB and CWB streamers, suggesting that

neutral streamers are particularly conducive to strong

and extensive moist poleward flow.

c. Sensitivity to the PV streamer selection criteria

The EPE–PV streamer co-occurrence fractions and

the odds ratios were sensitive to the mask overlap

threshold imposed to select the streamers upstream

of the central and eastern U.S. domains (see section

2e), as demonstrated in Table 3 for the widespread

EPEs. Specifically, as the minimum overlap thresh-

old is increased and thus fewer streamers are re-

tained, the co-occurrence fractions decrease while

the odds ratios tend to increase. Despite this sensi-

tivity, the qualitative interpretation of the results is

unaffected.

4. Composite perspective on widespread EPEs
linked to Rossby wave breaking

Composite analyses are herein presented to pro-

vide synoptic-dynamic context for the linkage between

FIG. 8. (top) The probability of occurrence (solid curves) and (bottom) the odds ratio of EPEs in the

(a),(c) central and (b),(d) eastern U.S. domains exceeding increasing precipitation volume thresholds,

corresponding to climatological percentiles [indicated by the tick marks below (c),(d)], for days on which a

PV streamer occurs upstream of the domains. Values in (a)–(d) are shown for AWB (red), CWB (blue), and

neutral (gray) streamers and for all streamer types combined (black). In (a),(b), probabilities for the

corresponding samples of nonstreamer days are indicated by dashed curves. In (c),(d), the dashed black

curve indicates the odds ratios for all streamer types, plus symbols above bars denote odds ratio values that

are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, and the yellow line denotes an odds ratio value

of unity.
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EPEs and Rossby wave breaking. Analyses are pre-

sented for all widespread EPEs that co-occurred with

a PV streamer combined (Figs. 9–11) to elucidate the

general characteristics of EPEs linked to wave breaking.

Analyses for AWB and CWB cases (Figs. 12 and 13) are

then compared to identify dynamical differences between

the distinct wave breaking scenarios. Anomalies were

calculated relative to a smoothed daily 1979–2009 cli-

matology, computed as in Bosart et al. (2017), and were

tested for statistical significance using a 1000-iteration

bootstrap test. Relative frequency anomalies of WCB

and TME objects were calculated in the same manner as

were the PV streamer relative frequency anomalies (see

section 2e).

a. Characteristics of EPEs linked to Rossby wave
breaking

The central and eastern U.S. composites in Figs. 9–11

are qualitatively similar and are therefore discussed in

tandem. Composites of 320-K PV and PV anomalies

(Figs. 9a and 10a) display a high-amplitude wave pattern

across North America that features an elongated trough

(i.e., PV streamer) upstream of the EPE region and a

prominent ridge downstream. This upper-level wave

pattern is linked to an anomalous lower-level pattern

comprising a surface low and high associated with ex-

pansive negative and positive sea level pressure anom-

alies, respectively (Figs. 9b and 10b). The low and high

are displaced immediately east of the corresponding

upper-level trough and ridge axes and the concurrent

PV anomalies (Figs. 9a,b and 10a,b), revealing an up-

shear wave tilt with height suggestive of baroclinic

instability. The upper-level PV pattern is associated with

a thermal trough–ridge pattern in the 1000–500-hPa

thickness field that features a baroclinic zone stretch-

ing across the EPE region (Figs. 9b and 10b). The

baroclinic zone is reflected aloft by a southwesterly

250-hPa jet streak positioned near the upper-level

ridge axis (Figs. 9a and 10a). Warm-air advection

and upward 700-hPa vQG occur over the EPE region

beneath the equatorward entrance region of the jet

streak (Figs. 9b and 10b), where anomalous poleward

lower-tropospheric flow (Figs. 9c and 10c) between the

surface low and high intersects the baroclinic zone.

The QG ascent is associated with large positive rela-

tive frequency anomalies of WCB ascent objects

(Figs. 9e and 10e).

The anomalous poleward flow into the EPE region is

related to a meridionally elongated corridor of anoma-

lously strong IVT (Figs. 9d and 10d), resembling an

atmospheric river, and an accompanying plume of

anomalously high total columnwater vapor (Figs. 9c and

10c) extending into the EPE region. Relative frequency

anomalies for WCB inflow objects are maximized along

the IVT corridor equatorward of the baroclinic zone,

and those for WCB outflow objects are maximized on

the poleward side of the baroclinic zone within the

upper-level ridge (Figs. 9e and 10e). The configuration

of WCB inflow, ascent, and outflow indicated in Figs. 9e

and 10e reflects deep slantwise ascent along a sloping

baroclinic zone.

The IVT corridor in the central U.S. composite

(Fig. 9d) stretches anticyclonically from the tropics over

the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico into the EPE

TABLE 2. Area-averaged and maximum odds ratios of extreme IVT objects, TME objects, and WCB ascent objects within the central

and eastern U.S. domains for days on which a PV streamer occurs upstream of the domains. The values are computed using only sta-

tistically significant (.95% confidence) gridpoint values. The maximum odds ratios are shown in parentheses.

Central United States Eastern United States

AWB CWB Neutral AWB CWB Neutral

Extreme IVT 3.62 (6.50) 3.70 (6.75) 7.8 (15.69) 2.45 (4.11) 2.55 (4.18) 4.23 (6.98)

TME 1.30 (1.69) 1.33 (1.63) 1.63 (2.23) 1.23 (1.61) 1.31 (1.78) 1.51 (2.30)

WCB ascent 2.99 (6.98) 2.82 (5.19) 5.17 (11.75) 2.75 (3.72) 2.34 (3.76) 4.13 (6.03)

TABLE 3. The co-occurrence fraction and the odds ratio of widespread EPEs corresponding to the top 90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10% of

PV streamers with respect to the area of overlap of the selection masks denoted by the hatched regions in Figs. 4c–h.

Central United States Eastern United States

PV streamer sample Co-occurrence fraction (%) Odds ratio Co-occurrence fraction (%) Odds ratio

top 90% 81.3 4.02 60.9 4.25

top 75% 80.8 5.08 60.9 4.45

top 50% 79.1 6.63 55.6 4.77

top 25% 69.8 6.13 45.9 4.24

top 10% 52.7 6.65 35.3 5.35
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region on the southern and western flanks of the surface

high and the eastern flank of the surface low (Fig. 9b).

The large meridional extent of the IVT corridor favors

exports of moist air from the tropics, as manifested by

large positive relative frequency anomalies of TME objects

(Fig. 9f) overlapping the corridor. The IVT configuration in

Fig. 9d closely resembles that documented in previous

studies of central U.S. EPEs (e.g., Moore et al. 2012, 2015).

The IVT corridor in the eastern U.S. composite (Fig. 10d)

extends along the eastern U.S. coast, exhibits a shorter

meridional extent than that in the central U.S. composite

(Fig. 9d), and is, accordingly, associated with smaller TME

relative frequency anomalies (Fig. 10f) than that in the

central U.S. composite (Fig. 9f).

FIG. 9. Composite analyses for the central U.S. widespread EPEs that co-occurred with Rossby wave breaking

(N 5 144). (a) 320-K PV (black contours every 1 PVU), 320-K PV anomaly (shaded in PVU), and 250-hPa wind

speed (green contours every 5m s21 starting at 40m s21) at t0. (b) Sea level pressure (black contours every 4 hPa),

sea level pressure anomaly (shaded in hPa), 700-hPa vQG (green contours every 0.03 Pa s21; negative values only),

and 1000–500-hPa thickness (red contours every 6 dam between 540 and 576 dam) at t0. (c) Total column water

vapor (black contours every 10mm starting at 20mm), total column water vapor anomaly (shaded in mm), and

850-hPawind anomaly (vector scale in lower left) at t0. (d) IVT vectors (vector scale in lower left), magnitude (black

contours every 200 kgm21 s21), and magnitude anomaly (shaded in kgm21 s21) at t0. (e) Relative frequency

anomalies of WCB inflow objects (.15% hatched in blue) at t0 2 24 h, ascent objects (shaded in %) at t0, and

outflow objects (.15% stippled in black) at t0 1 24 h. (f) Relative frequency anomalies of TME objects (shaded

in %) for t0 2 24 to t0 1 12 h. In (a)–(f), only anomaly values that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence

level are plotted. The plus symbol marks the centroid of the central U.S. domain.
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Hovmöller diagrams of composite 250-hPa meridio-

nal wind anomalies (Figs. 11a,c) demonstrate that the

synoptic-scale pattern over North America for the two

sets of EPEs is established as part of a large-scale

Rossby wave packet originating far upstream over the

North Pacific ;4–6 days prior to t0. In both composites,

the wave packet persists across the eastern North

Pacific and North America between about t0 2 4 days

and t0 1 2 days (Figs. 11a,c). Between t0 2 2 days and

t0 1 2 days, a persistent trough, identifiable as a

negative–positive meridional wind anomaly dipole,

coincides with anomalously high PV streamer fre-

quencies immediately upstream of each EPE domain

(Figs. 11a,c). Concurrently, anomalously strong IVT

is established and maintained in each EPE domain

(Figs. 11b,d). This configuration illustrates a dynamical

link between sustained anomalous water vapor trans-

port into the EPE regions and Rossby wave breaking.

b. Comparison of AWB and CWB cases

For brevity, analyses of EPEs linked to AWB and

CWB are presented only for the central United States.

The results for the easternUnited States (not shown) are

qualitatively similar to those discussed here. The upper-

level flow patterns for the AWB (Fig. 12a) and CWB

(Fig. 12b) cases are characterized, respectively, by a pos-

itively and negatively tilted trough upstream of the EPE

domain. The trough in the CWB composite (Fig. 12b)

exhibits larger PV and PV anomaly values than that in the

AWB composite (Fig. 12a). Moreover, relative to the

AWB composite (Figs. 12c and 13a), the CWB com-

posite (Figs. 12d and 13b) features a stronger and more

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for the eastern U.S. widespread EPEs that co-occurred with Rossby wave breaking

(N 5 74).
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meridionally elongated surface low associated with

stronger 700-hPa cyclonic geostrophic relative vorticity

and upward vQG downstream of the trough. The total

column water vapor, IVT, and TME patterns are similar

between the two composites (not shown).

The QG ascent in both composites (Figs. 13a–f) oc-

curs along a baroclinic zone and includes contributions

from vn and vs, with the latter component dominating.

The vn, resulting from frontogenetical forcing, is similar

between the two composites (Figs. 13c,d), but the vs,

resulting from rotation of the potential temperature

gradient, is stronger in the CWB composite (Figs. 13e,f).

The difference in the mean spatially averaged vQG and

vs in the EPE domain between the CWB and AWB

cases is statistically significant at the 95% level (not

shown). In both composites (Figs. 13e,f), Qs vectors are

directed northeastward along the baroclinic zone (i.e.,

positive s direction) into the region of ascent, indicating

counterclockwise rotation of the potential temperature

gradient. These Qs vectors are larger in magnitude

and exhibit stronger convergence (not shown) in the

CWB composite (Fig. 13f) compared with the AWB

FIG. 11. Composite Hovmöller diagrams for the (a),(b) central (N5 144) and (c),(d) eastern (N5 74) U.S.

widespread EPEs that co-occurred with Rossby wave breaking. (left) 250-hPa meridional wind anomaly

(shaded in m s21; statistically significant areas at the 95% confidence level outlined by thin black contours)

and relative frequency anomaly of any type of PV streamer (thick black contours every 5%, dashed for

negative values; only values statistically significant at the 95% confidence level plotted) averaged for

(a) 308–508N and (c) 358–558N. (right) IVT magnitude anomaly (shaded in kg m21 s21; only values statis-

tically significant at the 95% confidence level plotted) averaged for (b) 258–408N and (d) 308–458N overlaid

by streamer frequency anomalies as in (a),(c), respectively. Dashed green lines mark the longitudinal

bounds of the EPE domains.
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composite (Fig. 13e), implying stronger forcing of vs for

the CWB cases. This stronger forcing of vs is favored by

stronger cyclonic geostrophic vorticity along the baro-

clinic zone in the CWB composite (Fig. 13b) compared

with the AWB composite (Fig. 13a).

5. Factors distinguishing Rossby wave breaking
cases resulting in widespread EPEs

Given that only a small fraction of wave breaking

cases actually result in widespread EPEs (see Table 1), it

is of interest from both forecasting and scientific per-

spectives to identify factors distinguishing such cases

from other wave breaking cases. Herein, widespread

EPEs co-occurring with a PV streamer are compared

in a composite framework with a control sample of null

cases, defined as EPEs co-occurring with a streamer that

exhibited a precipitation volume in the bottom quartile

of the climatological distribution. Differences in the

mean between the two samples were tested for statistical

significance using a 1000-iteration bootstrap test. For

brevity, results are presented only forAWB cases for the

central U.S. domain (Fig. 14). The composite results are

qualitatively similar between the different Rossby wave

breaking types and the two domains (not shown). The

samples compared in Fig. 14 comprised 84 and 205 cases,

respectively.

The widespread EPE cases are characterized by a

higher-amplitude and more-meridional wave pattern

over North America than the null cases, as indicated by

large 320-K PV differences within a deep trough and a

downstream ridge (Fig. 14a) and by large 250-hPa me-

ridional wind differences persisting between t0 2 4 days

and t0 1 2 days (Fig. 14c). The wave pattern for the

widespread EPE cases is established in connection

with a significantly higher-amplitude and longer-lived

Rossby wave packet signal than that for the null cases

(Fig. 14c). Within the wave pattern, significantly stron-

ger upward vQG (Fig. 14a) and poleward IVT are forced

downstreamof the trough across theEPE region (Fig. 14b)

for the widespread EPE cases than for the null cases.

Consistent with an abundant supply of moist air, the

FIG. 12. Composite analyses at t0 for widespread EPEs in the central United States that co-occurred with (left)

AWB (N5 84) and (right) CWB (N5 34). (a),(b) 320-K PV (black contours every 0.5 PVU starting at 2 PVU) and

PV anomaly (shaded in PVU). (c),(d) Sea level pressure (black contours every 3 hPa) and sea level pressure

anomaly (shaded in hPa). In (a)–(d), only anomaly values that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence

level are plotted. The plus symbol marks the centroid of the central U.S. domain.
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widespread EPE cases tend to involve significantly

greater convective available potential energy than the

null cases over theEPE region (Fig. 14b), favoring stronger

ascent and higher precipitation rates for the widespread

EPE cases.

6. Summary and discussion

The current study has explored the hypothesis that

Rossby wave breaking represents a principal dynamical

pathway for the occurrence of EPEs in the central and

eastern United States. This hypothesis was addressed

through a systematic investigation employing climatol-

ogies of EPEs and PV streamers, proxies for Rossby wave

breaking, for 1979–2015. The investigation comprised statis-

tical and composite analyses. Widespread EPEs, defined as

events exhibiting exceptionally large precipitation volumes,

were emphasized. To our knowledge, the current study is

the first to quantify linkages between EPEs in the central

and eastern United States and Rossby wave breaking.

The findings of the statistical analysis support the

hypothesis and are summarized below.

FIG. 13. 700-hPa composite analyses at t0 for widespread EPEs in the central United States associated with (left)

AWB (N 5 84) and (right) CWB (N 5 34). (a),(b) vQG (shaded in Pa s21), geostrophic relative vorticity (black

contours every 1025 s21; dashed for negative values), and potential temperature (gray contours every 4 K).

(c),(d) vn (shaded in Pa s21),Qn (vector scale in lower right), and potential temperature (gray contours every 4 K).

(e),(f) vs (shaded in Pa s21), Qs (vector scale in lower right), and potential temperature (gray contours

every 4 K). The plus symbol marks the centroid of the central U.S. domain.
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d The conditional relative frequency of PV streamers for

widespread EPEs in the central and eastern U.S. do-

mains is significantly enhanced relative to climatology

upstream of each domain, indicating a tendency for the

EPEs to occur in conjunction with Rossby wave break-

ing. Accordingly, majorities of the widespread EPEs in

the central (;79%) and eastern (;56%) United States

co-occur with a streamer positioned upstream, in qual-

itative agreement with the findings of prior studies for

other regions (Martius et al. 2006; de Vries et al. 2018).

The lower co-occurrence fraction for the eastern U.S.

EPEs relates to a greater tendency for those EPEs

to occur in conjunction with TCs compared to central

U.S. EPEs, as found in prior studies (e.g., Kunkel

et al. 2012).
d Odds ratios of EPEs for days when a PV streamer

occurs upstream of the central and eastern U.S. do-

mains demonstrate a strong, significant statistical as-

sociation between EPEs and Rossby wave breaking.

The odds ratios are well in excess of unity, indicating

that the likelihood of an EPE occurring is significantly

increased when Rossby wave breaking occurs com-

pared to ‘‘ordinary’’ conditions in the absence of

wave breaking. Martius et al. (2006, their Fig. 7a)

presented a similar finding for the south side of the

European Alps.
d All PV streamer types co-occur and are statistically

associated with EPEs in the central and eastern United

States. This finding underscores the relevance of all

forms of wave breaking to EPEs. For both domains,

AWB streamers occur more frequently upstream and

account for a larger fraction of EPEs compared to CWB

and neutral streamers. For the centralUnited States, the

odds ratios indicate a stronger statistical association

with widespread EPEs for AWB streamers than for

CWB streamers. For the easternUnited States, the odds

ratios indicate the opposite. For both domains, the odds

ratios are considerably larger for neutral streamers than

for AWB and CWB streamers. This finding indicates

that neutral streamers are especially favorable for EPEs

and is consistent with a particularly strong tendency for

these streamers to promote strong moist poleward flow.

FIG. 14. Composite comparison of widespread EPE (N5 84) and

null (N5 205) AWB cases for the central United States. (a) 320-K

PV for the widespread EPE cases (black contours every 1 PVU)

and widespread EPE minus null differences of the 320-K PV

anomaly (shaded in PVU) and 700-hPa vQG (green contours every

0.02 Pa s21, dashed for positive values) averaged for t0 2 12 to t0 1
12 h. (b)WidespreadEPEminus null differences of IVTmagnitude

(shaded in kgm21 s21) and vectors and of surface-based convective

available potential energy (green contours every 75 J kg21, positive

values only). (c) Hovmöller diagram for 308–508N of widespread

 
EPE minus null differences of 250-hPa meridional wind anomalies

(shaded in m s21) overlaid by meridional wind anomalies (23 and

3m s21 contours, dashed for negative values) for the widespread

EPE (black) and null (blue) cases. In (a)–(c), only differences that

are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are plotted.

The plus symbol in (a),(b) marks the centroid of the central U.S.

domain. Dashed green lines in (c) mark the longitudinal bounds of

the central U.S. domain.
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d The strength of the EPE–Rossby wave breaking re-

lationship tends to increase with increasing EPE pre-

cipitation volume, such that widespread EPEs exhibit

the largest co-occurrence fractions and odds ratios.

Composite analyses reveal a dynamical role for

Rossby wave breaking in the occurrence of widespread

EPEs in the central and eastern United States. The

EPEs linked to wave breaking occur within persistent

high-amplitude synoptic-scale wave patterns over North

America, featuring an elongated upper-level trough, or

PV streamer, upstream of the EPE region. Prior studies

(e.g., Screen and Simmonds 2014; Röthlisberger et al.

2016) have documented statistical links between high-

amplitude Rossby wave patterns and regional precipi-

tation extremes; the composite analyses herein suggest

that Rossby wave breaking can be a key dynamical

process for establishing such links. As found previously

for wave breaking-related EPEs (e.g., Martius et al.

2008; Bosart et al. 2017), the wave pattern is established

in connection with a long-lived Rossby wave packet

originating far upstream. Investigation of the processes

governing the initiation and evolution of wave packets

culminating in wave breaking-related EPEs—and the

implications of these packets for medium-range pre-

dictability (e.g., Grazzini and Vitart 2015)—would be a

highly valuable avenue for future research.

Anomalous poleward lower-tropospheric flow down-

stream of the upper-level trough is linked to sustained

water vapor transport into the EPE region within a

meridionally elongated corridor resembling an atmo-

spheric river. The largemeridional extent of the corridor

favors transport of moist air from the tropics, as docu-

mented in prior case studies (e.g., Moore et al. 2012;

Bosart et al. 2017). Upward vQG occurs in the EPE re-

gion in association with WCB activity where the moist

poleward flow encounters a baroclinic zone. The ascent

in the EPE region is forced in association with both

frontogenesis (vn) and rotation of the potential tem-

perature gradient (vs) along the baroclinic zone. The

EPEs associated with CWB are characterized by sig-

nificantly stronger vs than those associated with AWB.

This finding relates to a tendency for the CWB cases

to exhibit a greater counterclockwise rotation of the

potential temperature gradient along the baroclinic

zone in association with stronger lower-tropospheric

cyclonic vorticity than the AWB cases. Given marked

differences in cyclogenesis and the concomitant thermal

wave evolution between AWB- and CWB-related baro-

clinic life cycles (see Davies et al. 1991, their Figs. 8 and

9), the partitioning of vertical motion into components

due to cross- and along-isentropic forcing constitutes

an instructive framework for characterizing and dis-

tinguishing the dynamics of AWB and CWB scenarios.

Only a small fraction of wave breaking cases in

which a PV streamer is positioned upstream of a given

domain actually result in a widespread EPE in that

domain. Thus, Rossby wave breaking should be regarded

as a favorable but not sufficient condition for the occur-

rence of widespreadEPEs.Additional composite analyses

reveal thatRossbywavebreaking cases linked towidespread

EPEs tend to exhibit a considerably higher-amplitude wave

pattern over North America than corresponding null wave

breaking cases. This wave pattern in turn promotes signifi-

cantly stronger poleward transport of moist, conditionally

unstable air and stronger ascent, favoring widespread ex-

treme precipitation.

A limitation of the current study is its restriction

to two particular regions of the United States. Thus,

the linkage between EPEs and Rossby wave breaking

elsewhere in the world remains unclear. A worthwhile

future research endeavor could be to expand the

analysis of the EPE–Rossby wave breaking linkage

to a global framework. An additional limitation of the

current study is that the dynamical processes by which

Rossby wave breaking may result in EPEs were only

briefly examined. Detailed multiscale composite ana-

lyses and case studies are needed to further identify

and diagnose these processes. As a complement to this

research, evaluation of the representation of Rossby

wave breaking and associated precipitation events in

medium- and extended-range numerical model fore-

casts could identify systematic forecast errors and

thereby help to guide future model improvements.
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